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King's College Chapel: Additions to the 
Side-Chapel Glass 1991 

Hilary Wayment..  

When in 1988 the Society joined with King's 
College in publishing an introduction and 
catalogue to the 'small glass' in the Chapel, it 
seemed that the collection was complete, and 
that there was in effect no room for more. Any 
additions, ' I felt, might crowd up and devalue 
what was already there, or, In the case of the six 
side-chapels giving onto the Ante-chapel, 
Impede a clear view of the glass either In the 
outer window or In the screen on the inner side. 

Even while the book was in the press, 
however, the first hints came through that 
pieces from an important French collection 
might soon become available. Jean Lafond 
(1888— 1975) was a pupil of Emile Male who had 
a long and productive career as a writer on 
stained glass. He was a normand, born in 
Rouen, and it was mainly In the years between 
the two world wars that he put together a 
collection of roundels, small panels, and 
fragments, most of them from Rouen and round 
about. He visited Cambridge in 1938 and found 
a kindred spirit in Dean Eric Milner-White, who 
had by then embellished several of the side-
chapels with ancient panels and fragments. 
After the Second World War he moved to Paris, 
and from then until the end of his life only 
occasional pieces saw the light either in his 
house, in exhibitions, or, by proxy, in short 
descriptive articles in periodicals. Though he 
was a good friend of mine from the fifties until 
his death, I had no idea of the wealth of his 
collection until, in 1989, his daughter invited 
me to look at what was left in the packing-
cases. 

The most striking pieces in the collection 
were bought by the Louvre, including a 
delightful group of four small 14th-century 
figures of Saints and Prophets; but the College, 
with help from the West Bequest and the 

National Art Collections Fund, secured a 
representative group of heads and demi-figures 
from the later 15th century and the first half of 
the 16th, largely from churches in Rouen 
and Lower Normandy, together with five 
Netherlandish or German roundels and one 
small panel, almost all of which are early and 
one at least outstanding. The roundels have 
been fitted into the Ante-chapel screens, and 
the heads, demi-figures and other fragments 
into outside windows, one on the south side and 
the other in one of the northern side-chapels 
now forming part of the exhibition on the early 
history of the foundation. This has, I think, 
been achieved without any of the ill-effects 
which had been feared. There Is, however, one 
drawback: the French glass on the south side is 
in a 'closet' (to use the late medieval term, for it 
can scarcely be called a side-chapel) which can 
only be visited by special request to the 
Administrator of the Chapel. He will do his best 
to make the necessary arrangements. 

The following catalogue uses the same 
conventions as the book of 1988 (see 
References). The execution of the glass is in 
paint and stain unless otherwise stated. 

An appendix reproduces a recently 
discovered photograph (unfortunately not an 
entirely satisfactory one) of the Holy Hunt now 
In Chapel J (south-east), In Its original state, 
except that it already Includes G.W. Humphry's 
restoration of the Virgin's head and the 
Unicorn's back. This glass had stood for the 
best part of a century in a three-light window in 
the hail of Lensfield, the house that the 
architect William Wilkins built for himself on 
what is now the site of the Chemical 
Laboratory, before Dean Milner-White had it 
fitted into the four narrower lights of window 
37. 
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Chapel G. screen 

48g 	Roundel 	230 diain. 	Figure l. 

THE ADORATION OF THE MAGI 

Paint, stain and sanguine. 
The Virgin, in long flowing mantle and 
wimple, sits centrally, turned towards 
the L, and holds the Child, half 
standing, on her knees, while the oldest 
of the Magi kneels to her right, in a rich 
cloak edged with ermine, stretching out 
his hands towards Christ; his golden 
bowl and coronetted hat lie in the 
foreground. The middle-aged Magus, 
who Is similarly dressed, stands further 
back L holding a covered cup, and 
behind him Is Joseph, beside a window 
giving a view of Bethlehem. R is the 
young Moor, beside the ox and the ass, 
Just about to doff his hat, and holding a 
golden bowl In his left hand. He wears 
striped trousers, a rolled-fold skirt, and 
a gold chain round his neck. 
Condition The roundel has been 
broken across the middle, and the 
eleven pieces stuck together with 
adhesive and plated. 
Style and date The arrangement of the 
figures, together with the display of 
wealth and magnificence, suggests that 
this roundel was painted in Antwerp c. 
1520, at a time when the city had 
already overtaken Bruges as the 
trading capital of the Netherlands. 
Provenance unknown.  
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glory. With his left hand he balances a 
crossed globe on his knee, while his 
right is raised in benediction over a 
man clad only In a loin-cloth who 
kneels at his feet L. Behind the man is 
an angel presenting him, and three 
others, like the man himself, kneel 
around God and raise their hands in 
supplication. The whole scene is 
animated by an atmosphere of serene 
devotion. 
Technique The golden light of heaven 
Is rendered by an even stain on the 
back of the glass and a thin wash on 
the front which is picked out sharply 
but delicately to form God's nimbus 
and glow. 
Style and date The principal figure is 
closely related to a miniature in the 
Milan-Turin Hours, showing God the 
Father on his throne surrounded by 
angels. Hulin de Loo attributes this to 
the Master H (who was possibly 
identical with Hubert van Eyck) and 
establishes its date before 1417. 1  The 
angels and the serenity of the scene 
recall the central panel of the Ghent 
Altarpiece itself. The roundel Is a rare 
example of a minor work from the circle 
of the Van Eycks (Bruges/Ghent) and 
must date from the 1430s. 
Provenance unknown. 

Chapel C 
48h 	Roundel 	235 diam. 	Figure 2 	33b 	Head of trefoil light 

A SOUL PRESENTED TO COD 
	 390 x 32 	 Figure 3 

God the Father sits on his throne in the 
centre in a white cloak studded with 
rosettes, wearing a closed crown on his 
head. He Is nimbed and rayed with a 

TURRET-LIKE FINIAL with two facing 
sides: blue background. 
C 15, from Rouen; Morel collection. 

1 	G. HUlls de Loo, Heures de Milan (Bmssels, 1911). 
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FIgure 1. 48g The Adoration of the Magi. 
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Figure 2. 48h A Soul Presented to God. 
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33c 	Five ANGELS or fragments of angels 
Figure 4 

33c1 120 x 75 	Head and right arm only, 
facing R: same pattern as 33c5. 

33c2 350 x 220 	Dark paint on light blue 
. glass, but with the six wings of a 

Seraph (which would normally be 
red). 

33c3 105 x 100 	Head and shoulders 
only; paint worn. 

33c4 290 x 150 	Boy angel with harp; 
leans L while looking R 

33c5 110x95 	Head and shoulders, as 
33c1 reversed. Paint on ruby. 
All Cl 5, from Morel collection. 

33d VIRGIN AND CHILD 
310x310 	 Figure  

Fragmentary; potmetal, paint and 
stain. 
Both look half R Christ, who is set 
against a ruby background, holds a 
bird with raised wings. The Virgin's 
baronial coronet is an intrusion. The 
style is that of the great windows in the 
north nave aisle of Cologne Cathedral, 
painted towards the end of the first 
decade of the C16. 2  

The bird is a symbol of resurrection: 
Christ has become man, but is 
destined to return to his Father. 
History given by F1IX Gaudin, glazier, 
to Canon Chartraire when he was 
restoring the glass of Sens Cathedral, 
and bought by Lafond in 1942. 

33e ST CHRISTOPHER with the CHILD 
CHRIST 

420 x 270 as glazed in 	Figure 6 

Four fragments comprising (1) the 
saint's head, with the boy's left hand 
and leg; (2) his hand holding the tip of 
the staff; (3) Christ's head with cross-
nimbus; (4) his hand raised in blessing. 

The exact placing of the fragments 
has been adapted to the exigences of 
the diamond leading. Style, date and 
history as for 33cL 

33f Fragments from figure of PROPHET 
HOSEA 540 x 450 
as recorded In Wayment (1988) p.129, 

2 	H. Rode, Die mittetolterlithen Glasmatereien des Kölner 
Domes, CVMA Deutschland IV: 1; especially n. XXI, Fig. 
505. 

33g 	Head of trefoil light 400 x 320 Figure 7 

TURRET-LIKE FINIAL with three 
facing sides on ruby background, Cl 5. 
Intrusions and mending-leads. 
History as 33b. 

Chapel L 

39a 	Eight fragments of Gothic architectural 
decor Figure 8 

39a1 90 x 80 from border 
39a2 90 x 40 part of curving feature, 

. paint only 
39a3 80 x 40 foliage, black paint only, 

on ruby 
39a4 100 x 65 spring of arch 
3905 140 x 95 from miniature canopy 
39a6 195 x 35 pinnacle 
39cC 140 x 40 pinnacle 
3908 140 x 85 from canopy 

C14; Morel collection. 

39b Three fragmentary pieces 	Figure 9 

39b1 Fragments of two pinnacles 80 x 35 
39b2 Fragment of an Inscription 	80 x 260 

paint only 
/hult heu/res q(ul) ley/ 
/mil vxvi/ill. pries di/[eu pour 

lul/elle/eux] 
Commemorates the donor or donors of 

a window. 
39b3 Head of young man, probably ST JOHN 

THE BAPTIST 
165x175 	 Figure 10 

Bearded, with hair curling to shoulder, 
line, wash (on both sides of glass), no 
stippling or stain. 
Must be attributed to the so-called 
Master of the Life of St John the 
Baptist, or of the Birds, a prolific artist 
who was active In and around Rouen 
about the turn of the C15. 3  His work is 
related to the prevailing style of Paris 
books of hours, and to the west window 
of the Sainte Chapelle; his touch is 
delicate and precise, and he details 
each lock of hair while giving his heads 
an astringent realism. Windows from 
his hand are to be seen in Rouen, at the 
Cathedral and St Romain, and also, for 

J. Lafond In Le uttrailfrançais (Paris, 1958): 215— 6; F. 
Per-rot, Le vitrail a Rouen (Rouen, 1972): 27— 8. 
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example, at Bourg-Achard and 
Conches. The Bowes Museum, Barnard 
Castle, possesses a couple of similar 
heads. 
Provenance Lisieux, perhaps from 
the Cathedral; Jaquette collection, 
Fervaques, Calvados, then given by Dr 
Pierre Marie to Lafond. 

39c 	Four fragmentary pieces 	Figure 11 

39c1 Tracery lobe 280 x 220 
Nimbed Angel, full-face and nearly full-
length, holding a blank scroll in 
outstretched arms; his head, with 
buoyant but stylized curls, is half 
encircled by the open wings. 
Smear shading; minor damage only. 
Later Cl 5; from destroyed church of St 
Vivien, Rouen, then Morel. 

39c2 Fragment 	70x60 
End of scroll with letter 's'; paint only. 

39c3 Fragment 	125 diam. 
Nimbed Angel, head and shoulders, 
facing half R hair as 39c1 , but in freer 
style; c. 1500. 
Crack mended with adhesive and 
plated. 
Provenance as 39c1 , then Baudry. 

39c4 Fragment 	140 x 105 
Nimbed Angel, head and shoulders, 
looking half L. 
Style, technique, date and history as 
39c3, but by a different hand. 

39d4 Fragment 	1 10 x 80 
As 39d2, but includes round head of 
light. 

39d5 Fragment 	45 x 75 
Acanthus decoration, C 15. 

39e 	(above casement window) 	Figure 13 

39e1 Fragment 	145 x 110 
Head, perhaps of JOHN THE BAPTIST, 
almost in profile L; bearded, with hair 
curling to shoulder; low-collared shirt 
below. 
Reddish paint and wash only: line-
work, with hatching and back-
painting. In style and technique close 
to the John the Baptist master (cf. 
39b3), but tense and a trifle mannered; 
C. 1520. 
From St Godard, then St Ouen, Rouen; 
Morel. 

39e2 Fragment, blue-green 45 x 50 

39e3 Fragment, green 	70 x 50 

39e4 Fragment 	155 x 113 
Head, nimbed and tonsured, facing half 
L. Nimbus rayed and engrailed, as if 
scalloped. Paint heavy and dark; back-
painting. 
Perhaps from eastern France or 
Germany, early C16. 
Recorded by Lafond as deriving 
from the Chennevain (?Chennevière) 
collection. 

39d 	(above casement window) 	Figure 12 	39f 	Two demi-figures 	 Figure 14 

39d1 Fragment 	160 x 160 	 39j1 
Head of ANGEL, facing half L; stylized 
curls held above forehead by golden 
fillet. Five fragments, plus three 
intruded; cracks over face mended with 
adhesive and plated. 
From Rouen Cathedral, c. 1500: Morel. 

39d2 Fragment 	60 x 65 
Paint and sanguine. 
Shows part of diamond-quarried 
window-light. 
Date c.1500  

Demi-figure • 250 x 265 
PROPHET, bearded and turbaned, 
facing half L with hands raised, the 
right in salutation, the left to hold the 
end of a black scroll which passes 
behind his body. His robe falls . In 
regular folds to a belt at his waist. 
Figure in paint and stain, background 
blue-green. The two lower pieces of the 
scroll may have been taken from other 
figures for which the same cartoon was 
used. 
From St Vivien, Rouen; Morel. 

39d3 Fragment 	65 x 35 	 39J2 ANGEL, full-face, with blank scroll, 
Black paint and reddish wash. 	 from same cartoon as 39c1 , but by a 
Shows diamond-quarried lancet with 	 different hand. Condition, date and 
trefoil head; C15. 	 history as 39c1. 
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39g 	Demi-figure 	305 x 270 	FIgure 15 	 the Virgin's long hair streams over her 
shoulders, while the angel's curls are 

Faces half L, raising right hand in 	 governed by a circlet. 
benediction and wearing blue-green 	 Condition Good. 
robe. Nimbus amber, rayed and 	 Style, design and date The tone is 
engrailed; hair falls in heavy curls onto 	 homely, but the action is vigorous and 
shoulders. 	 dramatic. The design is similar to that 
CHRIST ENTERING JERUSALEM, from 	 of early German woodcuts, dating from 
St Godard, then St Ouen, Rouen, c. 1500. 	 the mid- 15th century or even earlier, 
Line and wash. A few mending-leads; 	 but does not seem to correspond 
hand mended with adhesive and plated. 	 exactly with any recorded by 
Morel. 	 Schreiber.-5  The drapery folds are long 
The glass-painter was probably a 	 and deep, without angular turns. Date c. 
German who later came under the 	 1450. 
influence of the Master of the Life of St 	 Technique The line painting is heavy 
John the Baptist (cf. 39b3), and 	 and rather rough, but the thick lines of 
returned to Cologne to take part in the 	 the drapery folds are relieved by stipple 
glazing of a series of windows there 	 shading, with some rudimentary 
(perhaps c. 1510— 1 5) which are now in 	 stickwork. The stain is rather brassy 
the east window of Hingham Church, 	 and not too well controlled. The floor is 
Norfolk, having no doubt been 	 rendered by intermittent lateral 
Imported by Christopher Hampp in the 	 hatching. 
early C 19.4  In the Christ of the 	 The type of woodcut on which this 
Resurrection at Hingham (Fig. 16) are 	 panel no doubt depends was set up in 
seen the same style of hair, the same 	 private houses to bring blessing on 
drapery folds, the same gesture of 	 them, to invoke the intercession of 
benediction, and the same distortion of 	 saints, and as an aid to private 
the two outer fingers; but in the interval 	 devotion. 6  This panel may, for instance, 
the artist has learnt how to stipple his 	 have been used-in -the window or screen 
paint, and his technique has become 	 of a small private oratory. Similar 
much less linear and more painterly. 	 panels are found in Germany from the 

mid-14th century onwards; this one 
39h Five fragments of Classical 	 may perhaps have been painted in 

architecture 	 F'lguxe 17 	 France. 
Provenance unknown. 

39h1 	145 x 145 paint only 
39h2 	95 x 55 paint only 	 49b Roundel 	180 dlam. 	Figure 19 
39h3 	130 x 85 paint only 
39h4 	85 x 95 	 THE LAMENTATION OF CHRIST 
39h5 	95x145 

Mid-C 16; Morel. 	 Paint, stain and sanguine. 
The Virgin sits in the centre, turned 

49a 	Panel 215 x 165 	 FIg-ur, 18 	 half L with her head in profile; her eyes 
are covered by the loose end of her 

ANNUNCIATION 	 mantle. She holds the body of Christ on 
her knees with her left hand, and with 

The angel kneels L on one knee and 	 her right supports his head, while St 
lifts his right arm and index finger 	 John L helps to sustain his weight. In 
towards the Virgin R. while holding in 
the other a scroll with Ave Maria which 
flies up to encircle the descending 	WI. Schreiber, Manuel de t'amateur de La gravure sur 

bots et sur metal auXVe steele I (Berlin, 189 1) nos 26— 
Dove. The Virgin raises both hands in a 	47. 
gesture of surprise, deprecation, 	6 	see the Annunciation In the Musees Royaux des Beaux- 
humility; behind her L is her desk with 	Arts In Brussels, a free workshop copy of Robert 

an open book. Both figures are nimbed; 	Campirfs O1iifl5I now in the Cloisters, New York; this 
dates from c. 1430, and shows a woodcut of St 
Christopher on the overmantel of the fireplace. Cf. 

4 	This glass Is unpublished, except for a brief note in DAL 	 Edith Nockermann, Der Etnblattholzschnitt des 15 

	

King, Stained Glass Tours around Norfolk Churches 	 Jahrhunderts und seine 	Beziehung zum 

	

(Norwich, 1974): 28-9. For Hampp, see Wayment 	 spätmittelalterlichen Votksleben (Bottrop. 1940): 18- 
(1988) index s-v. 	 30. 
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FIgure 19. 49b The Lamentation of Christ. 
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the R foreground Mary Magdalene, 
wearing a turban over her loose curls, 
anoints one of his feet with a long 
instrument; her Jar of ointment stands 
with lid open below. At the back are two 
holy women, one wringing her hands 
with grief. 
Condition A multiple fracture at lower 
L has been repaired with adhesive and 
plated. 
Style, design, date The mourners' grief 
has a depth and sincerity which is 
typical of medieval Dutch art; moreover 
there are notable resemblances in 
some of the figures and gestures with 
the Entombment in the Museum of Fine 
Arts at Budapest which is attributed to 
Hugo Jacobsz of Leyden, 7  though this 
painting must be later than the roundel 
(c. 1490). The general design resembles 
that of the Pieta' roundel in the Victoria 
and Albert Museum (no. C134-1930), 
which Is thought to be Anglo-
Netherlandish, and probably dates 
from the early C16. 8   Probable date c. 
1480. The figures have been crowded 
into an unusually small piece of glass, 
and the design used must have had a 
larger diameter. 
Technique The heavy brushwork Is 
relieved by stippling and here and 
there by stickwork; sanguine is used to 
render the streaks of blood from the 
spear-wound. A similar usage is found 
for example In an Entombment from a 
Dutch manuscript of the second 
quarter of the C 15; 9  this Is in grisaille 
relieved only by some gold and blue. 
Iconography The roundel combines 
elements from several traditional 
scenes. The Virgin holds the body of 
Christ as In a Lamentation, but Joseph 
of Arimathea and Nicodemus have 
been replaced by St John. The 
Magdalene anoints Christ as in a 
Deposition or an Embalming, but there 
Is neither stone of unction nor tomb. 
The Image Is devotional rather than 
historical. 
Provenance unknown. 

Chãtelet, Early Dutch Painting (Oxford, 1981): 158 
and Fig. 137. 

Rackham, Victoria and Albert Museum. A Guide to 
the Collections of Stained Glass, P1.45i¼ K. Ayres, 
English Figurative Stained Glass Roundels Produced 
before 1530. Journal QfStaLTLed Glass XIX. 1 (1989-
90), 9 and 17. 
Brussels. Bibllotheque Royale MS 21696; L.M.J. 
Delaissé, A Century of Dutch Manuscript Illumination 
(Berkeley and Los Angeles, 1968): 31 and Fig. 53. 

Chapel R (Chapel Office), screen 

51 d2 Roundel 	210 dlam. 	Figure 20 

SAINT ROMAIN OF ROUEN 

The saint Is nimbed, and stands vested 
In mitre, chasuble, dalmatic and alb, 
with an open book In his left hand and 
In his right a crozier. A long-tailed 
dragon lies on its back behind him and 
raises its head towards the saint. 
Condition Good; a small chip on the 
front of the saint's mitre. 
Style, design, date The over-large eyes, 
the deep folds of the vestments and the 
stylized form of the vegetation, suggest 
that the glazier was trained in Cologne, 
though the roundel was most probably 
painted in Rouen. It is closely related in 
style to a small panel of St Lawrence 
and Donor once owned by Lafond, 
which is now in a private collection in 
Massachusetts'° ; to this the same 
remarks apply. The design was 
evidently of larger diameter than the 
glass used. 
Technique The glass has an uneven 
surface; the line and the stippled 
shadow are firm and indeed rather 
heavy, though relieved by stickwork 
and needle. 
Iconography St Romain was Bishop of 
Rouen from 626 to 638. He is credited 
with the overthrow of a dragon called 
Gargouille symbolizing no doubt the 
Seine flood which he Is said to have 
turned back. His cult was local, though 
he is celebrated in glass not only in the 
Cathedral of Rouen, but also in the 
church of Ste Foy at Conches, Eure. 
Provenance unknown. 

51f2 Roundel 	200 dlam. 	Figure 21 

SAINT BLAISE 

The saint stands against a column R, in 
a stony place between rocks, clad only 
In a loin-cloth and mitre; he is nimbed, 
and his flesh is marked with a pattern 
of small weals. Close to him L two men 

10 M.H. Caviness (ed.), Medieval and Renaissance Stained 
Glass From New England Collections, exh. cat. Busch-
Reisinger Museum ., Harvard, Medford, Mass. 1978: 
62-3; T.B. Husband, Stained Glass before 1700 in 
American Collections: Silver-Stained Roundets and 
UntpartUte 18 PaneLs, Corpus Vitrearum Checklist IV 
(Washington. 1991): 105. 
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Figure 20. 51c2 Saint Romain of Rouen. 
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Figure 21. 51f2 Saint Blalse. 
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Figure 22: the Holy Hunt c. 1920, before Installation In 37a— cL 
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Figure 23: the Holy Hunt after Installation. 
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raise huge carding-combs or hackles, 
ready to strike. 
Condition Damage at lower R has been 
mended with adhesive; the roundel Is in 
eight pieces. A capital A of modern 
shape has been scratched three times 
on the blank glass of the sky, 
suggesting that this was at one time the 
first of  group of roundels. 
Technique Line and rough hatching; 
no stippling. 
Iconography The saint Is bound to a 
column which recalls the Flagellation 
of Christ. The story of torture by iron 
carding-combs was attached to a 
certain Blasius, Armenian bishop of 
Sebastea (the modern Sivas), who Is 
said to have been martyred in 316 
under Diocletian. His cult spread far 
and wide In medieval Europe; the 
instrument of his torture led to his 
adoption as patron by a number of 
trades, not only carders and teasers of 
wool, but quarriers of stone, millers, 
and a number of others having a more 
remote connection. He appears 
notably In a window of 1524 at 
Montmorency, Val d'Oise." 

Style, design, date The figures of the 
two tormentors are close to that of the 
Christian Warrior engraved by the 
Master FVB, who is thought to have 
come from Bruges, about 1485. 12  The 
engraving, however, is more 
sophisticated than the roundel, which 
appears to date from c. 1475 or even 
earlier. The two probably derive from a 
common South Netherlandish source. 
The stance with outstretched legs Is 
typical of the third quarter of the C 15. 13  
The general composition is similar to 
that of the standard roundel showing 
the Stoning of the Elders from the story 
of Susanna; an example of c. 1525, 
painted no doubt in Mechlin, is in 
Cholmondeley Chapel, Cheshire. The 
Elders, however, unlike the. martyr, are 
bound to a tree. 
Provenance unknown. 

Appendix 
Figure 22: the Holy Hunt c 1920, before 

installation In 37a—cL 
Figure 23: the Holy Hunt after installation. 

Photographic Credits 
Allphotographs are by King & Son Norwich except Fig 10 (Francoise Perrot) 
(Author), Fig. 22 (J.R.C. . ..), and Fig. 23 James Austin). 

1 1 L. Grodecki et aL, Les uitraux de Parts, de La region 
paristenne, de La Picardie et du Nord-Pa-deCaLais, 
Recensement des vitraux anclens de la France I (Paris, 
1978): 122 and Fig. 69 (as ?St Felix); the figure at 
Montmorency Is correctly listed under St Blalse by L. 
Réau, Iconographie de l'art chréllen III A-F (Paris, 
1958):230. 

12 M. Lehrs, Geschichte and kritischer Katatog des 
deutschert, niederländtschert Urtd franzostschen 
Kupferstiths in XVJahrhundert, I— IX (Vienna, 1908-
34): 50. 

13 see notably S. Anglo Le Jeu de La Hache, Archaeolc,gia, 
109: plates xvii— lx from Taihoffer's Fechtbuch 
(1467). 
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